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Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy American Psychiatric Pub
In this thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series, Manhattan cop-turned-lawyer Stone Barrington
is back on his home turf caught between a filthy rich conman and a beautiful prosecutor... Not long after
Stone and his ex-partner Dino make the acquaintance of Billy Bob—a smooth-talkin’ Texan packing a wad of
rare two-dollar bills—someone takes a shot at them. Against his better judgment, Stone offers Billy Bob a safe
haven for the night but almost immediately regrets it. The slippery out-of-towner has gone missing and
someone has been found dead—in Stone’s town house no less. Now, Stone is now stuck between a stunning
federal prosecutor and a love from his past, a con man with more aliases than hairs on his head, and a murder
investigation that could ruin them all.
Under the Milky Way Harper Collins
A provocative and urgent essay collection that asks how we can live with hope in “an age of
ecocide” Paul Kingsnorth was once an activist—an ardent environmentalist. He fought against
rampant development and the depredations of a corporate world that seemed hell-bent on ignoring
a looming climate crisis in its relentless pursuit of profit. But as the environmental movement began
to focus on “sustainability” rather than the defense of wild places for their own sake and as global
conditions worsened, he grew disenchanted with the movement that he once embraced. He gave
up what he saw as the false hope that residents of the First World would ever make the kind of
sacrifices that might avert the severe consequences of climate change. Full of grief and fury as well
as passionate, lyrical evocations of nature and the wild, Confessions of a Recovering
Environmentalist gathers the wave-making essays that have charted the change in Kingsnorth’s
thinking. In them he articulates a new vision that he calls “dark ecology,” which stands firmly in
opposition to the belief that technology can save us, and he argues for a renewed balance between
the human and nonhuman worlds. This iconoclastic, fearless, and ultimately hopeful book, which
includes the much-discussed “Uncivilization” manifesto, asks hard questions about how we’ve
lived and how we should live.
Dark Harbor Penguin
Stone Barrington faces down a vengeful miscreant in this latest
heart-stopping thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author When Stone Barrington finds his name on a hit list, he plans
to lie low until the culprit is caught. But when this foe shows no
signs of stopping until his deadly objective is realized in full,
Stone is left with no choice but to face the problem head-on. Armed
and alert, Stone joins forces with his most savvy connections to
catch the perpetrator before the next strike. But it turns out this
scum is an expert at evasion in more ways than one, and the
international cat-and-mouse hunt that ensues has Stone questioning
if he has become the predator or the prey. . .
Shakeup Princeton University Press
Stone Barrington is hired to protect a former intelligence agent with amnesia—and secrets worth killing
for—in this heart-stopping thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Barton Cabot’s intelligence
career is even more top secret than that of his brother, CIA boss Lance Cabot. But following a random act of
violence, Barton is suffering from amnesia—a dangerous thing in a man whose memory is chock full of state
secrets. So Lance hires Stone Barrington to watch his brother’s back. Stone soon discovers that his charge is
a spy with a rather unusual hobby: building and restoring furniture. The genteel world of antiques and coin
dealers seems a far cry from Stone’s usual underworld. But Barton is a man with a past, and one event in
particular is coming back to haunt his present in ways he’d never expected...
Run Before the Wind Penguin
"The author shares his insider knowledge of housing options to help older
adults make the best decision about their place of residence by evaluating
factors such as financial budget, health, and family considerations. He
provides a step-by-step approach to evaluating one's current living situation
and then reviews the different options to consider, including aging in place,

downsizing, community living, and more"--
Kisser Hachette UK
In every major city in the world there is a housing crisis. How did this
happen and what can we do about it? Everyone needs and deserves housing.
But today our homes are being transformed into commodities, making the
inequalities of the city ever more acute. Profit has become more important
than social need. The poor are forced to pay more for worse housing.
Communities are faced with the violence of displacement and gentrification.
And the benefits of decent housing are only available for those who can
afford it. In Defense of Housing is the definitive statement on this crisis
from leading urban planner Peter Marcuse and sociologist David Madden.
They look at the causes and consequences of the housing problem and detail
the need for progressive alternatives. The housing crisis cannot be solved
by minor policy shifts, they argue. Rather, the housing crisis has deep
political and economic roots—and therefore requires a radical response.
Unnatural Acts Penguin
The first novel in the thrilling Stone Barrington Series by #1 New York
Times Bestselling author Stuart Woods Everyone is always telling Stone
Barrington that he's too smart to be a cop, but it’s pure luck that places him
on the streets in the dead of night, just in time to witness the horrifying
incident that turns his life inside out. Suddenly he’s on the front page of
every New York newspaper, and his life is hopelessly entwined in the
increasingly shocking life (and perhaps death) of Sasha Nijinsky, the
country's hottest and most beautiful television anchorwoman. No matter
where he turns, the case is waiting for him, haunting his nights and turning
his days into a living hell. Stone finds himself caught in a perilous web of
unspeakable crimes, dangerous friends, and sexual depravity that has
throughout it one common thread: Sasha.
Foreign Affairs Penguin
From the author of the National Book Award finalist Black Leopard, Red Wolf and
the WINNER of the 2015 Man Booker Prize for A Brief History of Seven Killings
"An undeniable success.” — The New York Times Book Review A true triumph of
voice and storytelling, The Book of Night Women rings with both profound
authenticity and a distinctly contemporary energy. It is the story of Lilith, born
into slavery on a Jamaican sugar plantation at the end of the eighteenth century.
Even at her birth, the slave women around her recognize a dark power that they-
and she-will come to both revere and fear. The Night Women, as they call
themselves, have long been plotting a slave revolt, and as Lilith comes of age they
see her as the key to their plans. But when she begins to understand her own
feelings, desires, and identity, Lilith starts to push at the edges of what is
imaginable for the life of a slave woman, and risks becoming the conspiracy's
weak link. But the real revelation of the book-the secret to the stirring imagery
and insistent prose-is Marlon James himself, a young writer at once breathtakingly
daring and wholly in command of his craft.

Spycatcher with a Bonus Excerpt Penguin
As he faces a devastating personal loss, Detective Michael Bennett is about
to take on the most sinister challenge of his career: a kidnapping crisis that
could destroy the most powerful people in America. The nation has fallen
into mourning after the unexpected death of a beloved former First Lady,
and the most powerful people in the world gather in New York for her
funeral. Then the inconceivable occurs: Billionaires, politicians, and
superstars of every kind are suddenly trapped within one man's brilliant and
ruthless scenario. Bennett, father of ten, is pulled into the fray. As the
danger escalates, Michael is hit with devastating news: After fighting for
many years, his wife has succumbed to a terrible disease. As New York
descends into chaos, Bennett has lost the great love of his life and faces

raising his ten devastated children alone-and rescuing 34 hostages. Day after
day, Bennett confronts the most ruthless man he has ever dealt with, a man
who kills without hesitation and counters everything the NYPD and FBI
throw at him with impunity. As the entire world watches and the tension
boils to a searing heat, Bennett has to find a way out-or face responsibility
for the greatest debacle in history.
Severe Clear Harper Collins
In this adrenaline-charged thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Stuart
Woods, Stone Barrington takes on a vengeful rival. Stone Barrington is looking forward to
some quiet time in New York City, until he is asked to transport precious, top-secret
cargo across the Atlantic. Taking on the challenge, Stone flies off unaware of what—or
who—he is bringing with him. But his plans to lie low are quickly spoiled when a
dangerous dispatcher tracks down Stone and his tantalizing mystery guest, intent on
payback—and silencing anyone who poses a threat. From the English countryside to the
balmy beaches of Key West, Stone is on an international mission to hide and protect
those closest to him.
Son of Stone Little, Brown
A landmark in comparative history and a challenge to scholars of all lands who are trying
to learn how we arrived at where we are now. -New York Times Book Review

Bel-Air Dead G.P. Putnam's Sons
Stone Barrington gets involved in some dangerous business in this outstanding
thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Stuart Woods. Stone
Barrington isn’t one to turn away in the face of danger, so when he witnesses a
tricky situation, he jumps in to lend a hand. He never expected his involvement
would lead to a mutually beneficial business deal with a prominent gentleman who
requires the ever-discreet services of Woodman & Weld. But in the ruthless
corporate world no good deed goes unpunished, and Stone soon finds himself the
target of a ragtag group of criminal toughs who don’t appreciate his interference
in their dealings. From the isolated landscape of Maine to the white sand beaches
of Key West, the trail of deception, theft, and murder will lead to a perilous
confrontation.
Two Dollar Bill Penguin
Some Principles of Maritime Strategy is a book by Julian Stafford Corbett. It delves into
maritime theory of war and naval strategy with actual examples throughout history.

The 6:20 Man G.P. Putnam's Sons
Nothing ever happens in Dawson, Colorado. Until high school senior Cassidy
Roekiem’s mom checks into a “wellness center,” but nothing is wrong with
her. Then people start seeing lights in the sky and missing chunks of time,
but the town insists nothing is going on. And now Hayden, the new boy at
school who keeps to himself and is more than a little mysterious, starts to
notice her like it’s nothing out of the ordinary. Suddenly, “nothing” is
starting to feel a whole lot like something. And everything leads back to
Hayden. The boy she’s starting to fall for. The boy with too many dark
secrets for his kind heart. The boy she’s pretty sure isn’t human...
Lucid Intervals Penguin
An introduction to computational complexity theory, its connections and
interactions with mathematics, and its central role in the natural and social
sciences, technology, and philosophy Mathematics and Computation provides
a broad, conceptual overview of computational complexity theory—the
mathematical study of efficient computation. With important practical
applications to computer science and industry, computational complexity
theory has evolved into a highly interdisciplinary field, with strong links to
most mathematical areas and to a growing number of scientific endeavors.
Avi Wigderson takes a sweeping survey of complexity theory, emphasizing
the field’s insights and challenges. He explains the ideas and motivations
leading to key models, notions, and results. In particular, he looks at
algorithms and complexity, computations and proofs, randomness and
interaction, quantum and arithmetic computation, and cryptography and
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learning, all as parts of a cohesive whole with numerous cross-influences.
Wigderson illustrates the immense breadth of the field, its beauty and
richness, and its diverse and growing interactions with other areas of
mathematics. He ends with a comprehensive look at the theory of
computation, its methodology and aspirations, and the unique and
fundamental ways in which it has shaped and will further shape science,
technology, and society. For further reading, an extensive bibliography is
provided for all topics covered. Mathematics and Computation is useful for
undergraduate and graduate students in mathematics, computer science, and
related fields, as well as researchers and teachers in these fields. Many
parts require little background, and serve as an invitation to newcomers
seeking an introduction to the theory of computation. Comprehensive
coverage of computational complexity theory, and beyond High-level,
intuitive exposition, which brings conceptual clarity to this central and
dynamic scientific discipline Historical accounts of the evolution and
motivations of central concepts and models A broad view of the theory of
computation's influence on science, technology, and society Extensive
bibliography
Right Place, Right Time Penguin
Stone Barrington takes on a beautiful new client who’s nothing but trouble in this thrilling
entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Stone Barrington and his former cop
partner Dino are enjoying their drinks at Elaine’s when former client and all-around sad
sack Herbie Fisher walks in...in need of a lawyer. But while Stone is trying to fend off
Herbie, a more welcome potential employer appears: a beautiful woman looking for
somebody who somebody else wants dead. She takes Stone into the posh world of
embassy soirees and titled privilege, where high society meets government intrigue. And
when trouble follows him from his Manhattan townhouse to his tranquil summer home in
Maine, Stone has to decide what to do with the explosive information he’s uncovered.
Mathematics and Computation Overamstel Uitgevers
A Broadway actress has a pout to die for, a past to hide from, and Stone Barrington on
her case in this page-turning thriller in Stuart Woods’s #1 New York Times bestselling
series. Stone Barrington is back in New York, working on some simple cases for
Woodman & Weld when he crosses paths with a aspiring actress and gets a little more
involved with show business than he’d expected... Then the fleecing of a wealthy art
dealer’s daughter leads him into the worlds of financial fraud, “Big Art,” and Manhattan’s
Upper East Side, where opulent co-op apartments are hung with multimillion-dollar
paintings and family scandals never remain hidden for long. No stranger to high society
or the foibles of the rich, Stone must now uncover the truth in a world where wealth and
beauty sometimes come at the ultimate price.

Grass Roots Penguin
In this perfect mix of sexy intrigue and swift suspense in the #1 New York
Times bestselling series, Stone Barrington investigates the suicide of a CIA
officer—his own cousin... Stone Barrington hasn’t heard from his cousin, Dick
Stone, in years. Then, an otherwise pleasant meal at Elaine’s is interrupted
by the CIA with news of Dick’s death—apparently by his own hand. It seems
that Dick Stone, a quiet family man who doubled as a CIA agent,
methodically executed his wife, daughter, and then himself...or did he?
Appointed executor of Dick’s will, Stone must settle the estate and—with the
help of his ex-partner Dino and friend Holly Barker—piece together the
elusive facts of his cousin’s life and death as a CIA operative. At every
step, Stone knows he is being watched by Dick’s family—and one of them
just may be the killer.
Some Principles of Maritime Strategy Grand Central Publishing
Stone Barrington gets caught up in a matter of international intrigue in this explosive
thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. In London to locate the niece of his
enigmatic client, Stone Barrington soon finds himself out of his territory and out of his
depth. Baffled as he is by the behavior of his quarry, Stone’s life is further complicated
by two—possibly three—murders and the affectionate attentions of two former lovers. And
when the intelligence services of three countries become involved, he can only hang on
for the wild ride...
Confessions of a Recovering Environmentalist and Other Essays Simon and Schuster
Stone Barrington gets reacquainted with a long-buried case and an ex-lover in this
electrifying thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Luxuriating in Palm
Beach's winter warmth, Stone is stunned to recognize someone he thought was dead.
Former client Allison Manning is alive and well—and suddenly very rich. Now she needs
Stone's help in squaring a charge of insurance fraud that's been hanging over her head
for years—and in getting rid of a recently acquired stalker. Suspects abound, including an

elusive writer, an enigmatic businessman, and Allison's devious former husband. Only
Stone can thwart the sly and greedy plan to steal the millions of dollars at stake—and the
crafty killer behind it...
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